Abstract:-Anew .class of neural networks with differential feed back are presented.The different orders of differential feedback form a manifold of hyperplanes, one among them called eigen plane corresponding to -order feedbackh this paper information geometry is used to explore the interesting properties of this plane.
INTRODUCTION
Information geometry uses a family of probability distributions to compute quantities related to pdf including mutual interactions. It was used to study multilayer perceptrons 161.
A family of distributions called exponential family has the pdf P(y,e)=exppe,k,(y)-v(e) }-----------(I)
Where 8 is the cosystem, k= ki(y) are adequate functions of y, y the offset. The exponential family forms a=il flat manifold. For this Riemannchristoffel curvature vanishes identically. This is non Euclidean space. For this manifold, there exists a=fl affine cosystem. This is because log of pdf is linear in 8 . For any two distributions p(y) .and q(y) the geodesic connecting them is given by log@(Y,t))=(l-t)log P(Y)+t log q(y)-v(t)---- (2) A family of Divergence measures namely adivergence ~, is associated with the manifold of pdfl71. The a=-1 divergence is known as Kullback divergence. These divergence functions give a Reimannian metric to the manifold of pdf.
The networks are represented by a set of parameters ' called weights 8=wij .A family of networks parameterized by 8 forms a manifold, 8 playing the role of a cosystem.This is shown in Fig.1 The position of a network in this CO system is shown in the figure. In this paper, it is shown that they form hyperplanes for different choices of feedback. The amount of feedback is proportional to Kullback &vergence distance i.e., planes are Kullback distance apart. The kullback divergence of pdf p from pdf q is given by p*log(p/q)-----(3) In this paper, different orders of differential feedback form a manifold of hyperplanes and are related to manifolds of pdfs. The distance between them and the trajectory of a point on these planes is explored.
In secII, concept of differentially fed neural networks is explored. In sec 111 information geometq of differential feedback is given. Section The important factor is weight cannot span the entire input space , whatever may be the training mode. Again the linearity of the output (1) may be viewed as a particular case of ARMA Y (z)/( 1 a)] ---4 9 ) 
INFORMATION GEOMETRY OF DIFFERENTIAL FEED BACK
For less error, the plane spanned by the weight vectors should be as close as possible to the eigen plane.
When I order differential feedback is given, the new plane is given by
Ynew=Ewixi+a*yold----------( 10)
Which is a parallel plane. To start with set Yold=O.So, y = Ewixi. Since error varies asymptotically with order, the gap between parallel planes decreases and the infinite order plane coincides with the eigen plane. If still more feedback is given, error increases huther as shown in fig.3 / / . .
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Fig.2.Differential feedback planes
To show that the entropy is minimum on the eigen plane, consider the exponential family as given in [3] . The error may be assumed to be Gaussian distributed. In Gaussian distribution with Zero mean, The pdf can be written as The Natural learning algorithm is given by [2] 9 (t+l)=9 (t)-q G-' "'- (12) i.e.,newplane=oldplane+deviation This shows that the repeated learning in gradient descent algorithm shifts the planes towards the eigen plane in the same way the. diff feed back will do ,but fails to reach it because eigen plane does not belong to the space spanned by inputs alone. The amount of feedback to be given =weigen*yeq(t) But this distance is the Kullback divergence.
Affine transportation
The H m e transport is related to covariant 
Theorem
The weight poinu corresponding to different differential feedback move along a straight line, proof:-The hyper planes, being affine are described in Remanian space by the Levicivita equation. [3] This is the torsion free manifold retaining H m e connection. The corresponding geodesic curve is given by [3] T B B -1. 0 (15) __________ so.
where p(x.,O) is the probability function. Using the equation (8) [ W = --f' ... 
CONCLUSIONS:
With differential feedback, it has been found out that the no..of iterations required for training is reduced. With I order differential feedback, the output represents a plane parallel to original output.
The set of differentially fed neural networks form a manifold of parallel planes, with inkiiite order feedback being the plane with m o error. Also, simulation results show that two terms of I1 order differential feedback can be replaced by a single equivalent plane. This supports the existence of Eigen plane which substitutes infinite terms of infinite order different feedback.
Since error varies asymptotically with order, the gap between parallel planes decreases and the infinite order plane coincides with Eigen plane. The enKopy is minimum when the plane reaches eigen plane. The amount of feedback to be given is equal to kullback divergence. The weight points corresponding to different differential feedback move along a straight line
